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QUESTION 1

Which question is best for discovery and assessment? 

A. Are you interested in thin clients? 

B. Why are you interested in thin clients technology? 

C. Is an HP t$20 flexible thin client the best product for you? 

D. Do you have more than 30 employees? 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Why do HP t3l0 Zero Clients deliver amazing performance and require no patches or updates? 

A. Because the operating system is hard coded into the AMD processor 

B. Because they use hardware-based security for IP packet checking 

C. Because the operating system is refreshed when the system is turned on 

D. Because they use hardware-based decompression technology for PColP protocol 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which type of HP thin client is the HP mt41? 

A. Mobile flexible thin client 

B. Dumb terminal thin client 

C. Zero thin client 

D. Smart zero thin client 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which use case is a primary use case for an HP flexible thin client? 

A. University student 

B. Video editing workstation 



C. Print server 

D. Digital signage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

How many monitors can a customer use with an HP t820 flexible thin client? 

A. One 

B. Two 

C. Three 

D. Four 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which optional security feature is available in t820 flexible thin-client? 

A. an encrypted solid state hard drive 

B. internal USB ports 

C. HP case intrusion alarm 

D. Common Criteria Certification 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

If a customer is undecided on their choice of solution architectures, which stage of the decision process are they in? 

A. Shopping for network infrastructure 

B. Shopping for a thin client 

C. Shopping for a PC operating system 

D. Shopping for a solution 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8



What can an HP flexible thin client do that an HP Zero client cannot do? 

A. It can run the HP Smart Zero operating system. 

B. It can run multi-media applications from a remote server. 

C. It can save files on a virtualized hard drive. 

D. It can run the Windows Embedded operating system. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is the best opportunity for a thin computing solution? 

A. A mobile user with unreliable data connectivity 

B. A small computing environment with no server infrastructure 

C. A high power computing user, such as an animator 

D. A public access point with multiple users, such as a library 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What is HP ThinState? 

A. thin-client application for load balancing session state across servers 

B. an HP network optimization tool for thin clients 

C. an HP exclusive thin-client image capture tool (§) a Microsoft product for managing devices across the enterprise 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What is a benefit of virtualized clients that is important to end-users? 

A. Simplified management 

B. Lower costs 

C. Fast, PC-like performance 

D. Unprecedented data security 

Correct Answer: C 



 

QUESTION 12

Which operating system is included with HP mt41 mobile thin clients? 

A. HPThinpro 

B. Windows Embedded Standard 7E 

C. HP Smart-zero 

D. Windows 8 Pro 

Correct Answer: B 
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